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CC

Luc Lounge

Product Dimensions:

Height: 30.7”

Width: 24.8”

Depth: 29.1”

Weight: 18.5 lbs.

Product Description: Alfresco Home is pleased to introduce the Luc
Lounge collection (low lounge chair and ottoman combo).

European-inspired design and manufactured from the finest

Indonesian Teak, this two-piece set is guaranteed to be your “go to”

when it comes to rest and relaxation. You’ll literally sink into the

sloped seat and pitched back as the solution-dyed, belt-woven seat

and back meet and cradle you with comfort. Two color variations

including a traditional “Natural” teak finish with a charcoal belt

weave, and our pre-aged “Coastal” finish with taupe belt weave.

Operational/Functional Aspects:

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Coastal Teak or Natural Golden Teak

Designer:
Sako Wijma
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CC

Walter Lamb 

Rocking Chair

Product Dimensions:
Height: 28.5”

Seat Height: 15.5”

Width: 34.5” 

Depth: 36”

Seat Depth: 22”

Arm Height: 22.75”

Weight: 24 lbs.

Product Description: The Walter Lamb Rocking Chair was one of the
first to incorporate intricate rope into its design. Now, reimagined with

new, modern solution-dyed acrylic rope and an extruded aluminum

frame, Walter Lamb's free-flowing design coupled with our new

peacock rope offers a new take on an elevated design.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Extruded aluminum plus the powder
coating adds to the durability and protects against weather

conditions. The outdoor rope is manufactured in Italy using green

technology. The braided, multi-color polypropylene materials is 100%

nontoxic, anti-bacterial, stain resistant, washable, recyclable and UV-

stable with a 10-year color fastness guarantee.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
18 Finishes

Designer:
Walter Lamb
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CC

Flip Lounge 
Chair

Product Dimensions:

Depth: 28”

Width: 29” 

Height: 31” 

Weight: 26.5 lbs.

Product Description: The chic Flip is a modern and elegant lounge chair crafted
from Grade A teak, which provides a warm flow to the lounge chair's design
expression. Teakwood will over time gain a silver-grey patina if not treated. The
various sizes of the slats on the seat and backrest give the Flip lounge chair a
vibrant and aesthetic expression.

Operational/Functional Aspects: The backrest of the Flip lounge chair is
adjustable. You can easily adjust the lounge chair after your preference. For
extra comfort, it is possible to purchase a matching cushion-set for the lounge
chair. The seating of the lounge chair has a slight decrease ensuring that
rainwater quickly leaves the chair. Additionally, the detail also maximizes the
seating comfort.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Teak

Designer:
Strand+Hvass
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CC

ROII 
Armchair

Product Dimensions:

Length: 23.25”

Width: 24” 

Height: 32” 

Weight: 12 lbs.

Product Description: ROII is a contemporary expression of pure DEDON DNA. This
fully woven collection encompasses side chairs, armchairs and a comfortable
lounge chair, combined in two distinct handweaving styles and an eye-
catching mix of colors, textures and patterns. ROII furniture consists of different
DEDON fiber handwoven over a powder-coated aluminum frame.

Operational/Functional Aspects: Compact yet comfortable, ROII is equally at
home atop a beach dune, on an urban balcony, or poolside amidst a full array
of DEDON furniture. Lightweight, stackable and easy to move around, ROII is
there when you need it, bringing people together all day long and deep into
the night.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Tobacco

Designer:
Benjamin Baum
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CC

Palermo Sling 

Club Chair

Product Dimensions:

Depth: 30”

Width: 30” 

Height: 34.5” 

Weight: 30 lbs.

Product Description: The Palermo Sling Club Chair is constructed of a powder
coated aluminum frame with a sling fabric seat and back.

Operational/Functional Aspects: The Palermo Sling Club Chair brings you all of
the style and comfort of the Palermo collection, without any of the cushion
maintenance. It’s available in white or graphite frame colors with a variety of
sling fabric options. The sling items can be easily mixed and matched with the
rest of the existing Palermo collection, allowing the ultimate customization and
combination of cushioned or sling items to make everyone happy.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Graphite, White

Designer:
Ebel Design Team
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CC

ReCLIPS

Lounge Chair

Product Dimensions:

Depth: 36.4”

Width: 23” 

Height: 36.4” 

Weight: 17.6 lbs.

Product Description: ReCLIPS Lounge Chair is the perfect chair for relaxing in a
cushion-free lounge chair. The lamellas are made of Danish household plastic
trash and produced in Denmark. The powder coated aluminum frame
combined with the UV protected plastic lamellas, keep the maintenance to a
minimum. The armrests are in aluminum or with bamboo.

Operational/Functional Aspects: HOUE considers the whole product life cycle
and ensures long-lasting products. By turning Danish household plastic trash into
high-quality, beautifully designed furniture, HOUE has developed a concept
called MyTrash. Basically, the furniture from HOUE is a result of mixing Danish
design and Danish innovation by applying new thinking and materials.

Colors of Finishes Available: 
Monocolor: Sky Blue/Black/Olive Green/Dark Grey

Designer:
Henrik Pedersen


